Comfy Cozy
Suni Fringe Blanket
Snuggle up in style with a cozy fringe
blanket. Semi handmade this DIY project
features hand-dyed ribbon that’s lark’s
head knotted onto a readymade blanket.
Perfect for gifting.

What’s Needed:
Ingabritta Blanket- IKEA

https://www.ikea.com/us/en/p/ingabritta-throw-off-white90352272/?msclkid=9da8e05eefe816ed1d7bbf120306cfe3

Vintage/New Hand-Dyed Rayon Ribbon or Recycled Hand-Dyed Sari Ribbon- Etsy
Ruler
Scissors

Materials:
❖ Select a readymade, hand-knitted or
crocheted blanket with an open knit so
ribbon fringe can easily be added.
❖ Curating the fringe material is especially
important as the fringe is the main focus.
We shopped Esty to find colours and
textures for both vintage and new material
options.
A. Hand-dyed rayon ribbon maybe harder to
find as it is no longer made. We paid $44.00
for 100 yards (1.5” wide) to make a single row
fringe blanket border.
B. Hand-dyed recycled sari ribbon is readily
available. We paid $11.00 for 75 yards and
used 2 skeins to create a double row fringe
blanket border (see finished blanket below).

How To Make It:
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1-Open ribbon skein and prepare for cutting by placing skein on a hook or over the back of a
chair so ribbon can be unwound without knotting up.
2- Cut ribbon in 10”or 12” pieces. We used approx. 100 10” pieces per blanket side.
3- Attach ribbon to blanket’s edge using a lark’s head knot. To create a lark’s head knot,
fold a piece of ribbon in half.
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4- Starting on the second knitted row from the bottom of the blanket, insert the ribbon fold
through the front side of the blanket to the back side.
5, 6- Thread the two ribbon ends through the ribbon loop (keeping ends even) and gently
pull. Guide the loop up against the edge of the blanket. Pull both ribbon ends again to
tighten and set the knot.
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7- Leaving a few stitches between knots attach a second piece of ribbon.
8- Spacing the ribbon knots a few stitches apart will keep the knots even and use less
ribbon.
9- Continue adding ribbon till both edges of the blanket are fringed.
Note: A tiny dot of glue can be added inside of each knot to hold it in place. Use a toothpick to insert dot of
glue inside each knot then press lightly together. Be neat. Too much glue will ooze out and mar the ribbon.
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10- For ribbons that are prone to fraying, tie an overhand knot about ½” up from the
bottom of each ribbons end.
11- Trim any longer ends even or at least shorter, so ribbon fringe is somewhat uniform.
12- Blanket is now finished and ready to snuggle up in.

Sari Ribbon Fringe Border
Create a beautiful
shabby chic fringe
border using hand-dyed
recycled sari ribbon.
2 to 3 skeins of sari
ribbon will be needed.
(75 to 100 yds each skein)

Cut sari ribbon into 12”
lengths. Follow the
above instructions to
lark’s head knot the
first row of sari ribbon
onto the blanket.
For a fuller fringe
border, knot a second
row of sari ribbon
approx. 1” to 1.5”
above the first row.
Finished blankets make
wonderful gifts. Choose
a colour palette that
reflects the recipient
personal style.
Add handmade pillows.

See More DIY Ideas at www.bluarlan.com

